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this radio is so much better than previous radio from wouxun. the build quality seems as good as any ham radio i've ever purchased. the fit and finish is excellent. the programming software and cable and super easy to use and probably a must if you are going to be programming a lot of frequencies. the receiver front end intermod rejection isn't as good as
some other radio i've used, but it hasn't been a problem in the downtown area where i use the radio. it is a great radio at any prices, but it is prices that really makes it stick out. kenwood, icom, and yaesu can't touch the price of this radio. i would absolutely recommend this radio to any ham. the programming is very easy to use. the software manual has a
wealth of information, and it is very intuitive. there are so many menus and options that i honestly do not know where to start. the overall look and feel of the software is very old school, and that can be a good thing or a bad thing. the good is that it looks as if they have taken the time to make it as user friendly as possible. the bad is that there are very few

modern tools available to help you make adjustments. the software is not all that new, but it is really easy to use. i never had a problem getting started, and it's so intuitive that i never had to look up an faq to figure out what i was supposed to do. everything is intuitively easy to figure out, and even if i didn't know what i was doing, i could get going. the
programming manual is very well written, and very helpful. the program is a very simple interface and it does not take very long to learn. it has a pretty good ability to pick up the uhf bands and the chirp program will transfer over the usb cable to your computer. the chirp software is simply a front end to the data stream that comes over the cable from the

radio. i personally like the ability to change the frequency bands as well as the frequency resolution.
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i have the uv-8/d. it is a 8 watt handheld, with an on-off switch and volume control. when i turn it on, a red led lights up on top. it has a manual, which i have not had time to read. i've only operated it twice, and not more than a few seconds at a
time. the first time, it would not stay on for more than a second at a time. the second time, i did not have the manual. i have not operated it more than a few seconds at a time the second time, and never more than 5 minutes at a time. the battery

indicator on the unit lights up when i turn it on, even though the red led on top of the unit lights up. so, i assume that it is receiving power from the battery. the battery has a low battery indicator, even though i just charged it last night. on one
occasion, after i operated it for a few minutes, the backlight died, so i shut it off and restarted it. when i turned it on, i had to keep pressing the power button to turn it on and off, and the volume on and off. the volume control seems to work well. it
does not make noise. my primary radio is a kenwood tk-40. i use it as my primary radio when i operate on the air. i also have a kenwood tk-95 for when i go hiking. i have not tried the software on the baofeng. the programming software will connect
to your computer through a usb port. it will show that it is connected to your computer. then, it will ask you for the com port number. write it down. it will then ask you for the vendor and the model number. there is also a small status message on the

bottom of the screen. the radio will then check to see if it is on or off. you can test this by pressing the power button. if the led lights up, it is on. if it is off, you have to go back and restart the program. 5ec8ef588b
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